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Introduction

Every other year, the ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee provides a scan of higher education, detailing the current environment and its anticipated impact on libraries. While this year's Environmental Scan is no different in terms of scope, we are now facing challenges to higher education on a scale not seen in decades. Across the globe, the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the lives and livelihoods of millions of people, and in the United States, this disruption has been compounded by the eruption of protests surrounding civil rights and other social justice issues.

While the 2021 Environmental Scan covers developments over the last two years (2019 and 2020), the events of 2020 are anticipated to have lasting repercussions, and, while not the primary focus, are a common thread throughout the document.

COVID-19 Challenges

Impacts of the Pandemic on Higher Education

Even after the initial wave of shutdowns in early 2020 led to major financial shocks to higher education, with tuition and housing reimbursements, furloughs, and closures of revenue-generating units such as medical services and athletics, the COVID-19 pandemic has continued to present challenges to higher education funding on multiple fronts. Enrollment has fluctuated, as many students decided not to re-enroll or opted for less expensive options for remote courses.\(^1\) Travel restrictions raised questions about the ability of international students to complete coursework and maintain visa eligibility while enrolled in fully remote programs.\(^2\) National, state, and local governments have navigated various waves and phases of the pandemic, leading to uncertainty about tax revenues that typically contribute to funding.

Some U.S. institutions were able to take advantage of short-term relief via the CARES Act and/or Paycheck Protection Plan programs, as well as enhanced Unemployment Insurance

---


benefits to support furloughed workers. According to a letter from the American Council on Education, which outlines actual and expected revenue shortfalls for a number of states and institutions, the impact on state revenues is likely to continue until a vaccine is widely available.

Another major concern among higher education institutions is loss of tuition revenues for the 2020-2021 academic year and onward. Institutions nationwide were faced with tough choices about how to conduct instruction during fall 2020, and many have already been hit by a drop in tuition revenues from students who can either no longer afford to attend, or are dissatisfied with online instruction options. Beyond tuition, closure of campus facilities has led to significant losses in auxiliary revenues such as room and board, dining, and parking fees.

Impacts of the Pandemic on Students

Students themselves have also suffered financially from the COVID-19 pandemic. A survey of over 1,500 students at Arizona State University found that “40% have lost a job, internship, or job offer, and...[l]ower-income students are 55% more likely than their higher-income peers to have delayed graduation due to COVID-19.” Students who work while attending classes have also been impacted by the broader hit to the economy, as “[w]orking students suffered a 31% decrease in their wages and a 37% drop in weekly hours worked, on average...and 61% reported having a family member that experienced a reduction in income.” A Pew Research Center Report found that “young adults ages 18 to 29 were also more likely than older Americans to say that they have lost a job or taken a pay cut because of the coronavirus outbreak.”

For students who can afford continued attendance, the sudden shift to online learning has been a challenge in and of itself. Lack of access to appropriate technology and/or adequate spaces for completing coursework negatively affected students who relied on campus resources. According

---


5 Mitchell, "Letter to Congressional Leaders".


to a nationwide survey from Ithaka S+R, “it was easier for White students (by a three to 15 point margin) to access computers and laptops than any other racial or ethnic group. Providing relevant technological support to students who need it the most is an important step toward closing equity gaps.”

A survey of undergraduate STEM majors found that these students were concerned about nearly all aspects of returning to campus and online learning. For these students, “a shift to virtual learning may be particularly disruptive as many courses involve hands-on components difficult to recreate virtually (e.g., laboratory).”

**Implications**

- Libraries and higher education institutions need to prepare for potential budget shortfalls in upcoming budget cycles.
- Libraries should continue to increase virtual and online services to support online learning.
- Libraries may want to prioritize offerings that support students who are struggling financially or with technology access in order to complete their studies.

**Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion**

**Black Lives Matter, Higher Education, and Libraries**

While higher education and libraries have been discussing racism and social justice for many years, the horrific events of 2020 brought renewed focus to these issues. In light of continued anti-Black brutality in the United States and the murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and many others, the country witnessed renewed calls for police accountability and anti-racist actions to dismantle systemic racism and oppression. Many colleges and universities issued statements of support and sympathy, and in the wake of the renewed Black Lives Matter movement, student activists called for institutions to “sever ties with the police,” “remove symbols of oppression,” “hire people of color,” and “diversify the curriculum,” among other demands.

In response to these murders, similar statements were issued by libraries and library organizations across the country, including the Black Caucus of ALA, Association of College &

---


Research Libraries (ACRL), Association of Research Libraries (ARL), and many others. Some of these statements focused on expressing support and sympathy, while others called for specific actions. While this groundswell of support and renewed focus was inspiring, many experts also noted that statements without commitment to concrete actions to create anti-racist cultures and policies might be considered performative and meaningless. In addition, it was noted that such actions must move beyond simply learning about systemic racism and compiling reading lists toward implementing anti-racist initiatives, or risk maintaining the status quo. Speaking to librarians, they ask, “What could the nation’s future look like if the profession tasked with teaching children and adults about information, misinformation, media literacy, data and science literacy eschewed the myth of institutional neutrality, adopted anti-racist practices, and empowered oppressed members of our communities?”

In their statements, the ACRL called on its members “to reflect and take action against systemic injustices and inequitable policing practices,” and the ARL urged library leaders “to examine our institutions’ role in sustaining systems of inequity that have left Black communities and other people of color in the margins of every aspect of our profession.” They outline specific strategies that include encouraging professional development on diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); recruiting and retaining more Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC); intentionally building collections “that represent the voices and expressions of BIPOC and other underrepresented communities”; and engaging in voting and local politics in support of anti-racist policies.

Campus policing is a particularly important issue to examine in this context. In response to the continued killing of unarmed Black people by the police, there have been increasing calls for

---


14 Gibson et al., “Struggling to Breathe,” 77.

colleges and universities to rethink the role of campus police and their relationships with local police agencies. To support these demands, activists point to police violence toward Black people and other people of color, and the police’s historical role in sustaining white supremacy and white supremacist culture. While police presence may help some people feel more comfortable, it causes discomfort and trauma for many BIPOC individuals. There have been similar calls for libraries to re-examine their relationship with policing including a petition that calls for institutions to ultimately abolish law enforcement and ban surveillance technologies from campus spaces. Noting that police and security presence make many members of the community feel unsafe, that calling the police risks violence against our patrons, and that surveillance technology invades patron privacy, the Library Freedom Project urges libraries to focus instead on de-escalation strategies, staff training, and collaborations with social welfare and mental health services as an alternative.

As another way to show support, campuses and libraries have begun reviewing and removing building names, library names, plaques, and public art where the represented person has a documented history of promoting racism or reinforcing systemic oppression. For example, Louisiana State University removed the name of a known segregationist from its library building. Others, like Miami University, are renaming buildings to honor BIPOC alumni. However, activists point out that renaming buildings can only be a first step and more substantive action to address systemic racism is necessary.

---


Many question whether colleges, universities, and libraries will take meaningful action. Past inaction has not inspired confidence that things will truly change this time, though perhaps the country has finally reached a turning point that will impel action. With COVID-19 disproportionately impacting BIPOC communities, we cannot also ask our BIPOC staff to take on the disproportionate burden of educating their colleagues and implementing DEI and anti-racist initiatives. Higher education and library leaders and staff must demonstrate a commitment through concrete actions that strive for real change -- time will tell if their expressions of support were merely empty promises.

**Implications**

- Library administrators must commit to concrete actions to implement anti-racist practices across their organizations and institute accountability measures to publicly track progress.
- Library administrators and managers should implement training for their staff on de-escalation strategies, explore partnering with campus mental health services, and re-examine their policies around when to call campus police.
- Library administrators and librarians should undertake reviews of their library names and public art to identify potential candidates for removal and/or addition in order to create more welcoming and inclusive environments.

**Equity in Assessment**

Increased focus on DEI issues have led to an interest in equitable assessment practices in higher education. In fall 2019, a special issue of the journal *Intersection* was published by the Association for the Assessment of Learning in Higher Education (AALHE) that focused on equitable assessment. In January 2020, the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) published a report proposing steps for increasing equity over the next decade and outlining several approaches toward equitable assessment, such as creating “multiple sources of evidence that are culturally responsive to current students” and including student voices in developing assessments. The use of disaggregation techniques may allow existing institutional data to reveal equity gaps and appropriate, equity-minded interventions may then be
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devised. New assessments can be developed with an eye towards capturing the experiences of minoritized groups, whose experiences may not well be captured through survey methods or who may be underrepresented in research samples.

Alongside a general orientation towards equity in assessment, many institutions have shifted towards competency-based education frameworks focused on real-world application of skills or other “ungrading” approaches in opposition to traditional grades for student work. Portland State University is an example of an institution that has shifted from a standardized testing approach towards other options for evaluation of student learning, such as ePortfolios. Such "test-optional" approaches may be of particular concern for disciplines that have traditionally relied heavily on standardized testing and other assessment methods that are known to systematically disadvantage certain student populations.

A hastened shift towards online learning as a result of the pandemic has also drawn attention to equity and privacy concerns with online learning platforms and proctoring tools. An EDUCAUSE poll of three hundred higher education institutions reported that 54% were using remote online proctoring software. As of 2020, textbook publisher McGraw-Hill offers bundles of online proctoring and browser locking software with digital textbooks. Students at the City University of New York and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign created petitions to remove Proctorio proctoring software, citing concerns around the software’s ability to monitor certain information like keystrokes and downloads as well as vague terms of service language.

---


such as agreeing to allow “Proctorio to monitor you by webcam, microphone, browser, desktop, or any other means necessary to uphold integrity.”\textsuperscript{35} Such software may include facial-recognition technology, which may have difficulty identifying dark-skinned students, may disadvantage students with neuromuscular disabilities or vision impairments whose movements the software may flag as “suspicious”, and may unfairly flag economically disadvantaged students who might disconnect from exams more frequently due to poor wi-fi.\textsuperscript{36} In January 2021, the ALA Council passed the Resolution in Opposition to Facial Recognition Software in Libraries citing privacy and equity concerns.\textsuperscript{37}

**Implications**

- Academic libraries and administrators should consider disaggregating institutional data to identify and address existing equity gaps.
- Libraries should understand that many standard learning assessment techniques systematically disadvantage certain groups, and should begin to explore alternative methods of assessment to allow for students to more fully demonstrate achievement of designated learning goals and outcomes.

**Critical Librarianship**

Academic librarianship continues to engage with critical theory, including critical race theory, queer theory, and many others.\textsuperscript{38} The goal is to investigate race, gender, social class, power, and other topics in relation to libraries and librarianship in a variety of contexts. The typical end goal of such analyses is to concretely bring about a more just, equitable library experience (and, more broadly, society) for users, students, instructors, and librarians. Critical librarianship also aims to critique the library profession’s policies and actions; considering how previously held ideas or values could be injurious to historically disadvantaged populations is a particular focus. Two


\textsuperscript{36} Grajek, “EDUCAUSE COVID-19 QuickPoll Results.”


subfields of critical librarianship, critical pedagogy and critical library instruction, continue to receive significant scholarly attention. *Communications in Information Literacy* recently devoted a special issue primarily devoted to critical library instruction, with articles ranging from developing a care-based assessment framework to utilizing writing across the curriculum (WAC) programming as a model for critical IL instruction efforts.39

Various other higher education topics have taken on critical approaches. Folk suggests considering IL as cultural capital so that academic librarians can better account for “persistent racial and social-class achievement gaps.”40 Critical approaches have been applied to collection management and outreach of special collections, e.g., comics librarianship.41 Cataloging and knowledge organization structure are also continued topics of interest for critical scholars.42 Critical librarianship was also the topic for an issue of the Advances in Library Administration and Organization book series where discussions of intersectional feminism, social justice, and other topics were applied to various administrative concerns of academic libraries.43 Furthermore, the University of Arizona’s Critical Librarianship & Pedagogy Symposium held its third event since 2016 with presentations on critical topics including anti-racism, Marxism, and white supremacy. In alignment with the Marxist foundations of Critical Theory, there are also critiques of the role of the market and capitalism in both librarianship and information literacy instruction.44

Open education and open educational resources (OER) are other recent areas of interest for critical librarianship. The edited volume *Open at the Margins* is one example, and includes arguments for open educational practices that go beyond the 5Rs of OER (Retain, Reuse, Revise, 39 Maria Accardi, Emily Drabinski, and Alana Kumbier, eds., “Special Issue,” *Communications in Information Literacy* 14, no. 1 (June 1, 2020), https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/comminfolit/vol14/iss1/; Veronica Arellano Douglas, “Moving from Critical Assessment to Assessment as Care,” *Communications in Information Literacy* 14, no. 1 (June 1, 2020), https://doi.org/10.15760/comminfolit.2020.14.1.4; Margaret Rose Torrell, “That Was Then, This Is Wow: A Case for Critical Information Literacy Across the Curriculum,” *Communications in Information Literacy* 14, no. 1 (June 1, 2020), https://doi.org/10.15760/comminfolit.2020.14.1.9.


Remix, Redistribute) to include notions of social justice.\textsuperscript{45} Dai and Carpenter use intersectional feminism as a way to interrogate OER labor.\textsuperscript{46} LIS scholars also continue to use new critical approaches and scholars in their theoretical research, such as David Harvey’s critical geography to better map and navigate one’s information landscape in a particular context like higher education or politics.\textsuperscript{47} Intersectional analysis has also been used to investigate and alleviate issues surrounding public libraries and the autism community.\textsuperscript{48} Decolonial and indigenous research methods, including ethical research involving Indigenous peoples, continue to be an area of study for social science researchers and librarians.\textsuperscript{49}

\section*{Implications}

- Librarian collaborations and partnerships with programs or units aiming to support historically disadvantaged students/users should consider the difference between researching to improve library services or resources and a collaboration intending to improve the material situation of such students/users.
- Critical Theory is interdisciplinary and multi-faceted in nature. Accordingly, strong potential exists for critical theory research at the intersection of library and information science (on topics like information literacy, GIS, metadata) and diverse fields including sociology, ecology, and economics.

\section*{Students as Partners}

The Students as Partners (SaP) movement is an approach to student engagement in higher education by bringing students and faculty into more intentional, reciprocal partnerships. Cook-Sather notes that SaP programs can promote equity and inclusion, enhance student-staff

\textsuperscript{45} Maha Bali et al., eds., \textit{Open at the Margins: Critical Perspectives on Open Education} (Rebus Community, 2020), \url{https://press.rebus.community/openatthemargins/}; Suzan Koseoglu, Aras Bozkurt, and Leo Havemann, “Critical Questions for Open Educational Practices,” \textit{Distance Education} 41, no. 2 (April 2, 2020), \url{https://doi.org/10.1080/01587919.2020.1775341}.


\textsuperscript{47} Andrew Whitworth, \textit{Mapping Information Landscapes: New Methods for Exploring the Development and Teaching of Information Literacy} (Facet, 2020), \url{https://www.cambridge.org/core/product/identifier/9781783304189/type/BOOK}.


relationships, and help higher education become more egalitarian.50 The core of the SaP philosophy of partnership is respect, reciprocity, and shared responsibility in learning.51 SaP projects can vary from scholarship of teaching and learning case studies describing how such a partnership can lead to positive outcomes to large, university-funded projects such as Bryn Mawr’s Students as Learners and Teachers program.52 Designing, executing, and assessing a SaP program is of particular importance to the movement.53 Recent scholarly efforts attempt to provide best practices while also acknowledging certain inherent risks and challenges of student-faculty partnership, for example power dynamics between faculty and students.54 Emphases on personal growth, inequity, and supporting traditionally marginalized students run throughout SaP literature as good pedagogical and programmatic practice.

A SaP approach can also be used to provide an opportunity for students to create syllabi or assessments with faculty for face-to-face, online, or hybrid learning environments.55 Faculty can also foster student growth by collaborating with students to co-create or redesign entire courses.56 The SaP philosophy may also be applied to disciplinary research methods. One such study describes a participatory community-based research project where adult college students and faculty collaborated on an outreach initiative to support an economically disadvantaged area.57


53 Alison Cook-Sather, Melanie Bahti, and Anita Ntem, Pedagogical Partnerships (Elon University Center for Engaged Learning, 2019), https://doi.org/10.36284/celelon.oa1.


There are notable challenges to successfully executing a SaP project, as implementing SaP programming “may result in uncertainty and discomfort, takes time...and can make teachers and students vulnerable to each other.”\textsuperscript{58} The SaP movement may be most impactful in the scholarship of teaching and learning and the instructional design spheres of higher education. For example, The International Society for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (ISSOTL) has recently borrowed from the SaP movement, dedicating several sessions and pre-conference workshops to discussing the topic.\textsuperscript{59}

**Implications**

- Given the positive outcomes documented in the nascent SaP movement, academic library leadership should prioritize student voices and experiences more in areas including, but not limited to, instruction, employment, and LIS research.
- Academic libraries should consider utilizing SaP approaches as a concrete way to address systemic issues of inequality in higher education.

**Expanding Literacies**

While information literacy is a topic of which libraries have traditionally taken ownership, we are seeing more and more additional literacies being taught by librarians across all spheres, such as data literacy, financial literacy, and maker literacy. These and similar skills are becoming necessary for large portions of the workforce and society as a whole. We anticipate that librarians will begin to take a larger role in such metaliteracy efforts that will help students become not only skilled members of the workforce but also informed and engaged citizens in their own right.

**Digital Literacy**

The extreme polarization of the United States, especially as influenced by the Trump Administration, is not a new topic, but combating it gained new urgency in 2020 with the COVID-19 pandemic, the resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement, and the presidential election. Conspiracy theories and misinformation surrounding these and other events was and continues to be rampant, and has prompted renewed calls for a more digitally-literate populace.\textsuperscript{60}

\textsuperscript{58} Ashley J Holmes, “‘Being Patient through the Quiet’: Partnering in Problem-Based Learning in a Graduate Seminar,” *International Journal for Students as Partners* 4, no. 1 (April 9, 2020): 34, https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v4i1.3926.


More and more people are using social media as their primary news source—including a plurality of adult "Gen Zers", which currently make up the majority of undergraduate students—and those that do so are less likely to be knowledgeable about the facts surrounding important events. Social media is here to stay, and educators need to adapt their instruction accordingly.

Much information literacy instruction of the past couple of decades has focused on using checklists (e.g., the CRAAP test) for evaluating online content. However, critique of the checklist model has been growing steadily in recent years, especially with regard to social media. Many of these tests were created in the early days of the internet, and so are not easily applied to information in the current social media-based information landscape. As such, there has been rapidly-growing interest in and research on teaching lateral readings skills (as opposed to the commonly-taught vertical reading), where students are encouraged to go beyond a particular website and more critically evaluate information based on what others have to say about it. Lateral reading-based evaluation strategies have been shown to be effective, particularly when used to evaluate social media content. However, many professors grew up learning vertical reading-based evaluation skills, and so are not well equipped to teach their students to accurately evaluate the credibility of the many different types of information available today.

This is not news to librarians, but, considering the events of the past year in particular, should be a wake-up call that more needs to be done to teach these vital skills, and not just to students. True, students are our primary focus in the classroom, but faculty have much more influence over what skills their students learn and how well they learn them, and we should also take more aggressive steps to educate faculty about current practices in online evaluation skills.

Science Literacy

The misinformation surrounding the novel coronavirus also laid bare the general lack of basic science literacy among adults. For example, wearing a mask has been repeatedly shown to reduce transmission of the virus, yet roughly 20% of survey respondents were either unsure if masks help contain the spread, believed that masks do nothing, or were positive that masks

---


increase virus transmission. This lack of science literacy also corresponds to a general distrust of science. A survey by Pew Research Center showed that roughly one in four US adults believed that Donald Trump and his administration—who were actively spreading misinformation about the pandemic—were providing correct information about COVID-19 "most of the time" or "almost all of the time." At the same time, more than one in three respondents believed that the CDC and other health organizations were providing correct information "some of the time" or "hardly ever."

Some science and other librarians are well-suited to facilitate collaborations and support institutional initiatives to teach basic science literacy skills, as they are so closely linked to many other literacies we already teach (e.g., digital literacy, data literacy) and to information literacy as a whole.

Privacy Literacy

Privacy literacy is also gaining in popularity as a topic of discussion. As addressed in this and previous environmental scans, research outputs and education materials are being shared in increasingly open and multimodal ways. This trend necessitates a corresponding rethinking of information literacy, as information-seeking behavior moves into more open discovery environments, often supported by economies of surveillance as outlined in Zuboff’s much-discussed 2019 work, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism. In increasingly surveilled information-seeking environments, it is understandably “hard to know the best way to approach teaching students about how information works in the world we inhabit today.” The pandemic, and its corresponding emphasis on remote and online education has exasperated this issue.

One approach is to integrate privacy literacy into libraries. Hartman-Caverly and Chisholm make the case that privacy literacy can and should be integrated into the ACRL Framework for

Information Literacy for Higher Education. They argue that helping students recognize that "privacy is a value system before it is a technology" may help them to understand our increasingly complex information ecosystems. This can, in turn, help them see how research privacy is a necessary condition for intellectual freedom -- a core value of ALA -- and incentivize them to take steps to enhance their own online privacy.

Many libraries already integrate privacy literacy into their instructional activities. Librarians at Vanderbilt University hosted an undergraduate fellowship, Privacy, Surveillance, and Intellectual Freedom, to both connect students with these concepts and foster the creation of student-produced privacy advocacy materials. Organizations such as the Library Freedom Project and Digital Shred have also created privacy literacy teaching materials that can be used in library instruction settings, while the ACRL Instruction Section Current Issues recently explored the topic of privacy literacy in libraries.

Data Literacy and Ethics

Data literacy has been a hot topic in academic libraries for several years. It has primarily been focused on research data and implemented within graduate programs, but basic data literacy and knowledge of analytics is becoming more important for everyone, particularly where it intersects with privacy literacy. Libraries have an opportunity to help educate both students preparing to enter the workforce and employees at their own institutions. Institutions of higher education are sitting on an enormous trove of data that gets bigger and more granular every year. Many institutions are attempting to use their data to support things like student success, retention, and fundraising, to name a few, and are involving more campus partners in order to do so. However, the potential issues surrounding the use of these data are extremely important for institutions to consider. Students often have little or no control over the data that are collected.


about them, if they are even aware of them at all. Third-party vendors are contracted to collect much of the data in use today, but, more often than not, they are opaque about how the data are collected, stored, and analyzed. These so-called "black box technologies" can lead to biased analyses and discrimination. The ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee has been investigating these technologies and the privacy implications surrounding their data, and proposed two resolutions in their report to the ALA Council at the January 2021 Midwinter meeting. The resolution to oppose facial recognition software was adopted by the Council, and the resolution about the misuse of data surveillance is continuing to be discussed.

While the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) protects the confidentiality of student educational records, there are virtually no federal rules or regulations that govern many of the non-educational types of student data collected by higher education institutions, and only a handful of state or local laws that do so. Therefore, institutions need to take action now to create comprehensive data governance and privacy guidelines for themselves, and libraries are well-positioned to assist with this, particularly where ethical data use is concerned. Also, with many new campus partners likely to become involved with analytics and strategic planning, data librarians are in a good position to assist with internal training on responsible and ethical use of data, if they so choose.

**Implications**

- Library administrators need to advocate for responsible use of student data by institutional administration, including pushing for comprehensive data governance policies that are student-focused and privacy-centric.
- Data specialists should consider planning for internal campus training on responsible and ethical use of data.
- Library instructors should consider integrating training on the implications of behavioral data surveillance in research environments into their information literacy programs.

**Collections and Access Services**

**Response to Access Challenges Due to COVID-19**

When most institutions made the switch to remote teaching in March 2020, it was around the same time that their students were on spring break. In many cases, when students returned to their homes, it was without their required textbooks and other course materials, presenting an

---

73 Klein and Brown, “Ethics at the Core.”

74 ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee, “ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee Report to ALA Council.”

access gap that might otherwise be filled by physical course reserves. While many vendors responded with temporary pro-bono access to their electronic materials, many libraries struggled to scale up their efforts to meet the surge in demand for electronic course reserves services.\textsuperscript{76} Some started expanding their efforts to educate faculty on fair use and copyright in sharing course materials online. Notably, a group of more than 50 copyright specialists at institutions in the US and Canada signed a public statement encouraging libraries to rely heavily on fair use when making course materials available for emergency remote teaching.\textsuperscript{77} The document also provided institutions with guidance in making fair use determinations given a far more extensive set of constraints placed on time and resources. It is yet to be seen how this heightened emphasis on fair use will affect libraries’ long-term efforts to make materials accessible to their communities, but as libraries have strengthened their fair use muscles, so to speak, it stands to reason that they may be more confident in exercising them in a post-pandemic future. However, these efforts are likely to be further complicated by the December 2020 passage of the CASE Act, which establishes a new Copyright Claims Board within the Copyright Office to adjudicate small copyright infringement claims.\textsuperscript{78}

Some libraries became more outspoken in educating their communities about the role of commercial textbook publishers in restricting libraries’ ability to expand access to students. The University of Guelph Library in Canada released a statement listing, by name, those publishers who “will not allow us to purchase an e-textbook version of their publications.”\textsuperscript{79} The Guelph statement was adapted by Grand Valley State University Libraries, which added “This is not a library problem. This is an industry problem that impacts everyone in higher education.”\textsuperscript{80} Both statements were subsequently adopted by a number of institutions, including California State University and the University of Rochester.\textsuperscript{81} Such bold statements are perhaps indicative of growing resistance to increasingly untenable relationships with commercial publishers, as seen in the cancellation of “big deal” journal packages of recent years.

Implications

- While campuses may gradually return to some level of pre-pandemic normalcy over the next year, it is unlikely that libraries will see a corresponding decrease in demand for electronic access to course materials. Access services staff should expect to expand services like electronic course reserves.
- In light of the CASE Act, scholarly communications librarians should expect to significantly revise their strategies for educating campus constituents on copyright and fair use, and administrators will similarly need to reassess their tolerance for risk.
- As multiple social and economic crises converge in higher education, library administrators, collection developers, and access services staff should evaluate whether commercial textbook publishers’ access models prioritize libraries’ goals of access and equity.

Open Educational Resources

Open Educational Resources (OER) initiatives have long been a key component of many institutions’ efforts to drive down student costs. Textbook costs, of course, were a concern for many students and faculty even before the economic crisis of 2020. However, with the abrupt transition to emergency remote teaching laying bare some of the other equity gaps related to students’ access to course materials, many institutions responded by renewing their emphasis on OER — which offer immediate, gratis, unrestricted, and perpetual access — as an effective tool for more equitable teaching in a time of crisis and even a key component in a reimagined model of higher education. Librarians, in particular, were key drivers of OER as a pandemic response, offering workshops and facilitating grant programs for OER adoption with renewed urgency.

Awareness of, and support for, OER continue to grow. A pre-pandemic report shows that OER initiatives are successfully driving awareness of OER and OER adoption, both of which have risen steadily in recent years, but that the majority of faculty remain unaware of OER and available OER initiatives. Federal funding for open education has grown with the renewal of the Open Textbook Pilot Grant Program, which expanded from $5 million in FY19 to $7 million in FY20. Fully-OER degree programs are emerging, receiving substantial institutional support

---
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as they reduce student costs, contribute to positive academic outcomes, and even show promise for a positive return on investment for institutions.85

**Implications**

- As more faculty have gained experience teaching in different teaching modalities as a result of the pandemic, expect to see among faculty an increased interest in OER as a path to more equitable, open, and student-centered pedagogy.
- It remains to be seen what long-term effects the pandemic will have on OER, but it seems likely that it will have pushed OER awareness past a tipping point. As campuses begin the long transition into post-pandemic operations, administrators and open education advocates at institutions of all types should seriously consider how OER fits into their institutional strategies.

**Controlled Digital Lending**

Controlled digital lending (CDL) first emerged as a white paper and position statement in 2018.86 Originally envisioned as a solution to the orphan works problem of the 20th century—meaning works whose copyright status is notoriously difficult to determine—interest in CDL increased dramatically as the COVID-19 pandemic restricted access to library physical collections.

CDL is a legal argument, not established law, that claims libraries may legally circulate digitized titles in place of physical titles held in their collections, in a controlled manner. Relying on existing carve outs in the exclusive rights of copyright holders, specifically the first sale doctrine, fair use, and Section 108, CDL argues that so long as a library legally owns a physical copy of a title, it may digitize that title. Librarians may also make a title available if it maintains the appropriate “own-to-loan” ratio, and uses digital rights management (DRM) software to limit the duration of a digital “checkout” and prevent further copying and distribution of the digital file.87

As libraries scrambled to provide safe access to their materials during the COVID-19 pandemic, CDL was implemented in a variety of forms, including the Emergency Temporary Access
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Service from Hathi Trust, and the National Emergency Library of the Internet Archive. These approaches are not without controversy, though, as the Internet Archive is currently involved in a lawsuit and the Author’s Guild has vociferously opposed CDL in any form. Cautious of further lawsuits, many libraries are quietly exploring approaches to CDL that balance copyright concerns with the access concerns of their patrons. The Association of Southeastern Research Libraries (ASERL), for example, formed an informal discussion group centered on CDL, resulting in a recently-released resource page on the topic.

**Implications**

- Library administrators should closely monitor the lawsuits related to CDL and collectively articulate a legally-defensible vision for CDL.
- Collections and access services librarians should monitor the use of emergency temporary CDL programs on their campuses and their potential to influence future collection development decisions.

**License Negotiations: Big Deal Cancellations and Transformative Agreements**

After years of debate, more academic libraries have begun to rethink the big deal, often with support from their faculty. Florida State University, Iowa State University, the State University of New York (SUNY), the University of California, and the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill have all cancelled big deal packages in recent years. These decisions have been driven by evolving licensing principles, increased open access content, cost considerations, and new tools to analyze the impact of more targeted subscriptions. With current and inevitable future budget cuts taking place across the country, one can expect this trend to continue. Colleges and universities are facing difficult times that will impact academic library budgets, prompting major


transformations in collection management, including the consideration of how to manage big deal packages.

One example from the current fiscal year challenges can be found at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, where the Libraries had to make a $445,000 cut to collections. The UMass Amherst Libraries explained their challenges of continuing to purchase big deals to faculty via a website: “...the Big Deal, initially an incentive for libraries to invest in a broad range of scholarly journals, in practice encumbers over 80% of academic libraries’ acquisition budgets. Costs for these packages have risen by 3-9% annually for years, and are expected to increase again in 2021.”92 Thus while publishers reap the benefits of compounding interest from big deal packages, libraries continue to struggle finding ways to keep paying.

Librarians face difficult decisions in trying to provide access to journals when going through a big deal cancellation, and it is not always cost-effective to buy back the most heavily-used titles. Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe has written extensively about these types of collection decisions that involve moving from big deals to a la carte titles or smaller packages. “The universe of libraries that even have Big Deal contracts that might be broken is relatively limited; some research libraries have never been able to afford the Big Deal,” Hinchliffe says, adding, “Nonetheless, examining those that unbundle can give us some empirical insight into the dynamics at play.”93

As more libraries determine the best approach to managing collection budgets while facing cuts, current literature is available for handling and monitoring big deals. Eleven research libraries have also partnered with Ithaka S+R on a project to study the long-term effects of big deal cancellations.94 There is also a website managed by the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Coalition (SPARC) that allows librarians to track the latest news and cancellations taking place.95

On the other hand, while some institutions are cancelling their big deals, others are trying to accelerate the transition to open access through a new form of big deal—the transformative agreement. Inspired by Plan S and the goal to make institutional research more broadly and openly available, libraries and consortia have been working with publishers to develop a variety
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of new open access models and transformative agreements: the California Digital Library multi-payer model, read-and-publish agreements, publish-and-read agreements, collective investment models, and subscribe to open.\textsuperscript{96} Borrego, Anglada, and Abadal provide a rich overview of the history, impact, and features of transformative agreements while also noting concerns that have been expressed about them, including that they risk “perpetuating the current system and its associated high costs.”\textsuperscript{97} Others have also expressed concerns about the potential impact of these agreements on market consolidation, society publishers, and researchers from less well-financed institutions, especially in the Global South. While many of these agreements have been signed with big commercial publishers like Elsevier and Springer Nature, institutions have also reached transformative agreements with university presses, society publishers, and pure OA publishers such as Cambridge University Press, Association for Computing Machinery, American Physiological Society, and the Public Library of Science (PLOS). In addition, EIFL (Electronic Information for Libraries) signed a transformative agreement with IWA Publishing to provide free reading and open access publishing for 26 countries in Africa, Asia, and Europe.\textsuperscript{98} Due to the variety of models, terms, and workflows associated with them, there will also be the need for new tools for managing open access agreements.\textsuperscript{99}

\textit{Implications}

\begin{itemize}
\item Librarians should monitor continued developments around big deal cancellations and transformative agreements to learn from new models and approaches to community outreach.
\item Libraries facing budget cuts and weighing big deal cancellations might consider leveraging tools such as Unsub to minimize impact during journal cancellations.
\item Library, scholarly communications, and publishing leaders need to continue to thoughtfully consider equity and inclusion as they develop new open access publishing models.
\end{itemize}

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
Research Services and Support

Research Support in HE

Beginning in 2017, Ithaka S+R has been inviting researchers in many different fields to discuss their unique research materials and workflows. The company has produced a series of reports to help stakeholders in research services and support, both within and outside of universities, to understand and be able to address domain-specific needs. Based on the discoveries of the first three fields—religious studies, agriculture, and Asian studies—the authors made the recommendations that we need to see researchers as “collectors” who are managing a variety of research materials, data, and other information, and research supporters should also consider that their researchers may have different research workflows and tools. The Ithaka S+R research group has since continued its investigation and reported findings on additional research fields: indigenous studies, civil and environmental engineering, and languages and literature. Each of these reports provided, for all these various fields, first-hand, in-depth descriptions of what research means, the complete research life cycle, and opportunities that academic libraries and other stakeholders can take advantage of to intervene and enhance the research experience.

In spite of each domain's unique context, researchers' experiences within institutions still share some common characteristics. A survey of the UK, US, and Australia indicates that researchers across multiple disciplines are all facing the pressure of obtaining research funding with insufficient resources and time. Many report that much of their research time is being taken up by administrative tasks, such as seeking out funding opportunities and writing data management plans, opening the door to service opportunities for research offices and libraries. In addition, researchers’ support for open access is growing as many are seeking to measure their research impacts, especially social impacts, but are unable to find suitable indicators. Similarly, research administrators want to monitor and showcase researchers’ scholarship but have no easily


accessible scholarship data or platform. Libraries' expertise in the research matrix could potentially be leveraged and further developed to fill in these gaps.

Despite persistent financial and administrative challenges in higher education, emerging technologies are bringing new opportunities for researchers and libraries to engage in cross-departmental research collaborations and support the curation and preservation of new types of scholarship (for example, research data). Based on the idea that libraries can embed in research collaborations, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation recently supported a few of the University of Calgary’s multidisciplinary projects focused on new areas of technology, space, and human resources. Hickerson, the PI of this project, reported that in order to be able to help researchers face current and future research challenges, libraries would need to change organizationally and financially.

One such emerging organizational change is the establishment of digital scholarship centers or services in many North American university libraries. In 2020, the Coalition for Networked Information organized a Digital Scholarship Planning Webinar Series for its members. Plenty of models and best practices that have already been developed were shared during the event to help beginners get started and existing programs move on to a new level. For example, Duke University Libraries have been focusing on the digital research needs in the humanities and social sciences, and have coordinated multiple library departments to offer various combinations of support around research content, method, and processes.

As shown in the University of Cincinnati Libraries Research & Data Services development, the library is not the only unit in universities that is responsible for research support. Multiple existing, but scattered, stakeholders of the research enterprise are all trying to assist researchers. Currently siloed and decentralized, with overlapping and related functions, they need some
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“social interoperability” to help increase the institution’s research-enabling capacity. Libraries have been active in providing new services areas that require better coordination: research data management (RDM), research information management (RIM), research analytics, and ORCID adoption. Experiences from some successful cases suggested that although having quite different priorities, these research support partners could adopt some strategies to foster a new culture of collaboration, communication, and mutual understanding, including securing first buy-in, knowing your audience and speaking their language, offering concrete solutions to their problems, and getting the timing right.

Financial sustainability of the library's new roles and services is still very challenging though. The University of Maryland innovatively started a new digital data services program in 2015 that aimed to bring income and reputation to the library through making use of information technology expertise to serve both the internal academic units and external companies’ data management, application development, and consultation needs. Continuation of the program brings issues of balancing competitive priorities of the library, and even challenges the mission of the academic library to stay altruistic according to the nature of the profession.

Research Libraries UK recently announced “A manifesto for the digital shift in research libraries”, with a 10-year timeline and an ambitious but clear goal of becoming “an integral part of the local and global acknowledgement environment” that will be implemented through capacity buildings in all four areas: skills, spaces, scholarship, and stakeholders. A list of realistic needs are also being identified for the UK research Libraries to target upon, including changes in infrastructure, organizational structures, culture, and sustainable investment. It will be interesting to monitor the unique national level research libraries’ collective efforts in supporting digital scholarship.

**Implications**

- Academic libraries should consider restructuring their internal organization and building external partnerships to better integrate research support.
- Research support needs to be customized and flexible and consider disciplinary context.
- Research support needs to go beyond traditional resource discovery services, and instead needs to be extended to support researcher needs at all stages of the research life cycle,
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including research workflow, data management and analysis, and dissemination of all kinds of scholarly products.

Open Science and Research Data Services

Sensing the open trend of academia, commercial entities have quickly acquired and merged previously non-profit open projects and started to build and sell their extended new research support products to institutions. Some examples are Springer Nature’s Open Research, ExLibris’s Esploro, EBSCO’s Research Output Workflows and Data Preservation, and Elsevier’s Research Platforms.111 At the same time, non-commercial open scholarship is facing serious sustainability challenges. Recent examinations of existing open science and open scholarship infrastructure have consistently identified these systems’ vulnerabilities as lying with their mainly grant-funded models and their lack of viable business plans.112

In North America, despite the fact that academic libraries are investing, on average, over 2.5% of their budget towards open scholarship, further alignment with long term goals, clearer communication, and contextualized funding are in great need.113 The recent successful fund sourcing for the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) project through The Global Sustainability Coalition for Open Science Services (SCOSS) is very encouraging.114 Recently consolidated from a previous voluntary organization, Invest in Open Infrastructure is another dedicated effort to support the research institutions and communities that develop and sustain
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open technology or systems through evidence-based research and strategic decision-making process.\textsuperscript{115}

At a global level, UNESCO continued its efforts in setting standards for open science by sending its first draft of UNESCO Recommendation on Open Science to its member nations and the public for consideration and input.\textsuperscript{116} The document urges member states to take actions in multiple areas of promoting and supporting open science. The finalization of UNESCO's recommendation is expected to broadly influence national laws and practices on open science around the world.

Open science will not be a reality unless individual researchers are aware of its principles and are capable of performing its best practices in their own domain of knowledge production. European Union’s Open Science Skills Working Group Report pointed out that the majority of researchers were unaware of the concept of open science and there is a general lack of training and support for them even though researchers agree that responsible management of data is crucial.\textsuperscript{117} The most recent 2020 State of Open Data Report has revealed that with the accumulated efforts of pushing and supporting data sharing from publishers, funders, and institutions in recent years, more researchers started to spend time developing research data management plans (DMP) especially in countries where funder mandates and DMP tools coexist.\textsuperscript{118} However, incentives and rewards of sharing data are still missing in the current research evaluation systems, and there are additional legitimate concerns of data misuse and quality issues among researchers, particularly with the recognition of inherent biases and inequalities in data algorithms and the current open systems. The CARE Principles for Indigenous Data Governance and the TRUST Principles for Digital Repositories are attempts to combat these biases.\textsuperscript{119} Collaboratively developed by the global research data community and immediately adopted widely around the world, they attempt to guide researchers in the meaningful, ethical, and open sharing of data, and the selection of trustworthy platforms.


In the US, a web inventory research of 120 higher education institutions’ research data services presented the necessity of a wider definition of research data services to include high performance computing, bioinformatics, statistics-focused services, and general research data management services. This inventory study raised the awareness of additional opportunities to staff, fund, coordinate, and engage effective research data services at multiple levels of researchers’ teaching and research ecosystems. Another recent report detailed key recommendations for several different research data stakeholders, including unique benefits for adoption in the context of their own perspectives.

**Implications**

- Research libraries need to develop their research support services under the new and broader definition of Open Science developed by UNESCO and participate in more inclusive and integrated efforts.
- Research libraries need to continuously evaluate and adjust their unique contribution areas within the Open Science and Open Scholarship ecosystem. Program development could be designed from both educational and infrastructural perspectives, based on local priority and capacity.
- Regional and national consortium, and even global initiatives are needed to address challenging Open Science infrastructure issues. Research libraries’ existing regional, national, and international networks might be leveraged to strengthen the capacity of Open Science at multiple levels.
- Researchers and their professional organizations or societies, research support staff who are providing HPC and statistics services, and faculty members who are teaching Open Science/Open Data skills, are all important stakeholders that could become potential partners with research libraries when considering or developing Open Science or Open Scholarship programs on campus.

**Growth in Preprints**

Preprint services have become increasingly popular in recent years, spreading to disciplines as diverse as earth sciences, psychology, and even library and information science. Founded in 1991, arXiv began as a preprint server for physics before expanding into astronomy, mathematics, computer science, and statistics. Its popularity and success have provided the
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example for other disciplines to follow. While many fields have been slow to adopt preprints, there are now preprint services “for almost every discipline.” In fact, in a report providing a thorough overview of preprints and their future, Reiger notes that nearly 12 new preprint services were started in just the last year. These preprint services include regional repositories like AfricArxiv and IndiaRxiv as well as disciplinary repositories like ChemRxiv, which launched in 2017, and medRxiv, which launched in 2019. Many of these new preprint services are hosted on the OSF Preprints platform from the Center for Open Science, but major publishers have also embarked on preprint initiatives, developing or acquiring services such as Elsevier’s SSRN, Taylor & Francis’s F1000Research, and IEEE’s TechRxiv.

Preprints offer many benefits to researchers including rapid dissemination, open access, version control, the opportunity for informal feedback, and the establishment of priority claims. Some preprint services like bioRxiv have also worked with publishers to make it easier to submit papers from the repository to their journals, and at least one open access journal will begin requiring authors to submit manuscripts to preprint servers in order to be considered for publication. Conversely, several authors have commented on concerns about preprints and the potential for harm from unvetted content, especially in the health sciences. As noted by Hoy, “Because they have not undergone the peer review process, there is a concern that making preprints broadly available could spread inaccurate information and lead to non-reviewed material being cited in other literature,” as well as the concern that preprints contribute to information overload without "the natural filter created by traditional journal publishing." To help alleviate concerns, recommendations have been developed for best practices for preprint
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services around metadata standards, versioning approaches, engaging stakeholders, and bidirectional linking between preprints and published versions.\textsuperscript{130}

Another concern is sustainability. ArXiv had to implement a collective funding model in 2010 to help cover its costs, and other preprint services have also struggled with this issue. Initially hosting preprints for free, OSF Preprints informed its preprint communities in 2018 that they would be instituting fees to cover their costs, prompting an outcry among these volunteer-led services. Some repositories will remain on the platform having found funding through grants or library partnerships, but others will have to cease or move.\textsuperscript{131} EarthArxiv has already transferred its repository to the California Digital Library using the Janeway platform.\textsuperscript{132}

While preprints had already been gaining in popularity, their growth has accelerated this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. New preprints about the novel coronavirus grew from about 10 posts daily in February to “between 50 and 100 SARS-CoV-2-related posts daily” in April.\textsuperscript{133} From January to May, nearly 3000 preprints on the topic were deposited in bioRxiv and medRxiv.\textsuperscript{134} The pandemic has highlighted the benefits of rapid dissemination of research in an emergency but has also amplified concerns about unvetted research. This has led preprint services “to enhance their usual screening procedures” to limit the spread of misinformation.\textsuperscript{135} In addition, this growth inspired calls for “a rapid-review service for preprints of broad public interest” and led to the launch of Rapid Reviews: COVID-19 and Outbreak Science PREreview.\textsuperscript{136}


\textsuperscript{135} Kwon, "Swamped Preprint Servers," 130.

Preprints are likely to remain an essential part of the scholarly communications ecosystem for the foreseeable future. Even as peer-reviewed journals become more open access, there will still be a role for preprints because they speed up dissemination and establish precedence. The pandemic has highlighted the important role that they play in advancing research.

**Implications**

- Librarians need to monitor discussions about sustainability and consider hosting or funding preprint services to support their continued growth.
- Librarians in all disciplines should promote the benefits of posting preprints to authors while also teaching students about the benefits and concerns surrounding preprints, noting that readers should think critically about all research—even in peer-reviewed journals.
- Librarians and library staff may want to set an example by posting their own LIS research to preprint services.

**Emerging Technologies**

**Evolving Library Systems**

In 2020, libraries have continued migrating from integrated library systems (ILS) to cloud-based library services platforms (LSP). Three major LSP products, Ex Libris Alma, OCLC WorldShare Management Services (WMS), and open source-based FOLIO have made significant progress.

Many large-scale library systems and consortia in both the US and Canada have joined Ex Libris, accelerating the development of the company's product and services, and strengthening its position as a leader in library systems solutions. In addition, the company has recently acquired Innovative Interfaces and RapidILL, further expanding its product line while reducing libraries' options in the library technology market. Ex Libris establishes the foundation for Ex Libris' existing systems and new products. At the same time, OCLC WMS is also increasing its number of installations among academic libraries, making Alma and WMS the two primary LMS options for academic libraries.
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Interest is growing in open source LMS options, with FOLIO being the top competitor. Academic libraries of varying sizes have already begun implementation. As a shared community, FOLIO provides the libraries the opportunity to work with other users and developers to create new functions and features integrating systems together to meet local needs.139

**Implications**

- Many libraries that have migrated to LSPs can ethically and responsibly use their rich data troves, which can enhance the analysis functions for academic libraries and assist with learning, teaching, and research.
- Libraries can make use of and improve library workflows to take advantage of LMS tools, many of which have shared communities. This can provide the library an opportunity to work with developers to create new functions and features, and integrate systems together to meet local needs.

**Immersive (XR/VR/AR) Technologies**

For a few decades now, colleges and universities have launched initiatives which seek to incorporate immersive technologies such as extended reality (XR), virtual reality (VR), and augmented reality (AR) into teaching and learning.140 As these technologies emerge from setups as simple as Google Cardboard and a smartphone to more elaborate head-mounted displays (HMDs) and external sensors, and as they begin to more frequently incorporate artificial intelligence and machine learning capabilities, there has been a steady increase in academic inquiry into the potential of incorporating virtual environments into higher education across multiple disciplines.141 Many companies are creating XR/VR/AR-based educational content, and the market for these technologies is expected to drastically increase in the near future.142

---


Several studies have examined the relationship between student engagement and learning outcomes. This association has been noted to have a higher dependency on virtual learning environments (VLEs) in science-based subjects.\(^{143}\) A recent, federally-funded study suggests that virtual-environment-based tools enhance a student’s ability to retain information and better apply what they have learned when using them.\(^{144}\) In terms of acquiring “twenty-first century skills,” immersive teaching and learning tools can improve digital literacy, collaboration, creative thinking, and problem-solving abilities.\(^{145}\) One major research university noted a lack in soft skills in their science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) graduates, so they developed VR simulations to immerse students in intercultural leadership scenarios that could not be replicated in a traditional classroom.\(^{146}\)

Students’ perceptions of the benefits of immersive technologies tends to be positive, but one recent study suggests that educators need to further explore whether integration of these tools is appropriate for their curriculum and pedagogical approach.\(^{147}\) While some studies have found HMDs useful in skills acquisition, another review of the literature found the devices to have no advantage or even proved counterproductive because the immersive experience distracted from the learning task at hand.\(^{148}\) As exploration in immersive learning increases, a sound conceptual framework for course and content design may need to be developed for those in higher education utilizing VR and AR tools and applications.\(^{149}\)

As the perceived academic benefits grow and the technology becomes more accessible, research libraries are increasingly incorporating XR/VR/AR into their collaborative spaces, and into their


collections and services. Costs and sustainability issues associated with immersive technologies have led several academic libraries to hold multiple national forums where they address questions surrounding implementation, curriculum development, access, and sharing of best practices. Future opportunities exist for college and university libraries to work closely with teaching and research faculty in building a repository of VR and AR digital files to support various curricula.

**Implications**

- Libraries should stay up-to-date on new developments in XR/VR/AR technologies, and work to collaborate with campus partners to support implementation of useful applications.
- Academic libraries should create collaborative spaces for the accommodation and incorporation of immersive technologies in a library setting where appropriate based on curriculum.
- Librarians should look to supplement instruction with classroom practices and examples that promote immersive technologies, and should provide development opportunities for faculty and staff to do so.
- Navigation AR/VR with hand tracking social experience provides libraries with an opportunity to display their archive and collection via three-dimensional sight and enhance accessibility of digital media.

**Conclusion**

Higher education is not well known for swift change, but this past year forced many institutions to adapt at a rapid pace. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to decreased budgets and other uncertainties around funding, and has also severely impacted many students’ financial situations. Prior to the pandemic, falling budgets had been forcing many libraries to reevaluate their subscriptions, and, for many, this calculus has only been exacerbated by the economic downturn. In addition, the sudden shift to remote learning threw into sharp perspective some serious issues surrounding access to resources, particularly with controlled digital lending and use of open


educational resources. Questions of accessibility were also prevalent, especially related to instruction.

Social issues also sprang to the forefront, with many institutions struggling to respond in an appropriate and timely fashion to the many protests that erupted in 2020 and early 2021, and the social injustices and misinformation that fed and surrounded them. Diversity, equity, and inclusion will be central to discussions and actions in HE in the coming months and years, and meaningful action should be undertaken to combat any and all inequities. Part of this action should ideally include more interdisciplinary collaboration with incorporating critical theory practice and metaliteracy throughout HE curricula and programs.

We are also seeing more opportunity for expansion of research support and services within and across libraries, as well as the development of new technologies to support these and other library operations. With renewed focus on both open research and analytic tools, libraries are in a good position to help shape the conversations and policies surrounding these topics.
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